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What are the 
elements of 
music?
How do I describe 
music using the 
elements of music? 
How do I use 
graphic notation 
and graphic scores?

How do I develop my 
keyboard skills?
What are effective 
keyboard performance 
techniques? 
How do I develop skills 
performing melody and 
chords?
How do I use treble and 
bass clef staff notation? 

What makes an 
effective remix?
How is note 
duration notated? 
How are sequences 
used in a remix?
How do I use a 
rhythm grid?

How are hooks and riffs used in pop 
music?
How are instruments used in popular 
music?
How are conjunct and disjunct motion 
used in melody?
How are hooks and riffs combined?

Why is form and structure 
important in music?
How are drones and ostinato used for texture? 
How is music structured using call and response?
What are ternary, rondo and binary form?

How has the classical 
orchestra influenced musical 
development? 
What are the families of 
instruments?
How has the use of 
instruments developed over 
time?

MUSIC KS3

A musical journey: How is music 
different around the world?
How are melodic, rhythmic and verbal 
hooks and riffs used? 
What is polyphony? 
How are chords and chord voicings 
developed for harmony? 
(Enrichment: African drumming workshop)

Why is variation important in music? 
How are melodies decorated?
How can I develop melodies using 
augmentation and diminution? 

What are the key elements of 
musicals? 
How did Opera and Oratorio 
develop?
How is voice used in musicals?
How is structure used in songs 
from musicals? 

How has Rock ‘n’ Roll 
influenced the 
development of music?
How did the rise of the 
teenager influence music?
How are Instruments used 
in different popular music 
styles?
How do I develop a 
walking bass line using 
swing rhythms?

How has Minimalism 
influenced the 
development of music?
How are melodies developed 
using metamorphosis?
What is phase shifting?
How are motifs 
manipulated?

What are the features of music for 
computer games?
What is the effect of chromaticism?
How is a character theme or motif 
used? 
How do I use a jumping bass line?

What gives music from 
the Caribbean its 
distinctive style?
What are the features of 
Calypso and Ska?
What are the features of 
Reggae songs and lyrics?
How do I develop bass line 
patterns?

How has Jazz and Blues influenced musical development? 
How is improvisation used in Blues?
What is the 12 Bar Blues chord sequence?
How are riffs, fills & solos used in Blues?

What features and devices 
are used in African music?
How do syncopation and 
polyrhythm work?
How do I develop djembe 
performance technique?
How do I develop 
improvisation technique?

What are the features of 
Latin-American Samba?
How do I develop my 
ensemble performance skills?
How are cyclic rhythms used?
How are Latin-American 
percussion instruments 
used? 

How can music influence film?
How is orchestration used for effect?
How are leitmotif and sequencing 
used?
How are musical clichés used in film? 

What are the key differences between composition 
and arrangement?
How is texture developed using melody, chord patterns, 
accompaniment and bass lines?
How do I record a song?
How do I develop a musical arrangement using 
technology? 
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